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Abstract
SQL injection has become a predominant type of attacks that 
target web applications. There are many reports on intrusion from 
external hacker which compromised the back end database system. 
SQL query segments to change the intended application-generated 
SQL queries. Researchers have proposed various solutions to 
address SQL injection problems. However, many of them 
have limitations and often cannot address all kinds of injection 
problems. iMPERVA have identified 53 SQLi attacks per hour 
and 1,093 attacks per day In this paper we propose a technique, 
which uses runtime validation to detect the occurrence of such 
attacks, which evaluation methodology is general and adaptable 
to any existing system. To overcome these problems of existing 
solutions we use link representations which store the valid query 
structures in terms of an orders sequence of tokens. To perform 
fast searching among these various lists we start searching in a 
multithreaded way. To avoid the huge computation over head of 
string matching algorithm to match two tokens we convert each 
token into an integer value and store that integer value instead of 
that token in our database and while searching we simple match 
these integer values. For finding the correct group of list we use 
an array representation which eliminates the need of searching 
the specific group. So in a brief this technique eliminates the 
need of source code modification along with an improved overall 
efficiency.

Keywords
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Efficiency

I. Introduction
SQL injection is one of the major techniques attackers use to 
compromise a database. This type of attack exploits vulnerabilities 
existing in web applications or stored procedures in the back-end 
database server. It allows attackers to inject crafted malicious SQL 
query segments to change the intended effect of a SQL query, so 
that attackers can obtain unauthorized access to a database, read 
or modify data, make the data unavailable to other users, or even 
corrupt the database server. According to a survey report released 
in 2010 by the IBM X-Force® research and development team 
[12], the number of SQL injection attacks has increased rapidly 
in recent years, and SQL injection has become the predominant 
type of attacks that target web applications. During the first half 
of the year of 2010, the average number of daily SQL injection 
attacks around the world is about 400,000 [1].Web applications and 
their underlying databases require not only careful configuration 
and programming to assure security, but also effective protection 
mechanisms to prevent attacks. Researchers have proposed various 
solutions and techniques to address the SQL injection problems. 
However, there is no one solution that can guarantee complete 
safety. What’s more, SQL injection attacks have many types and 
variant forms, and new types of SQL injection have arisen over 
the years [3]. Many current solutions often cannot address all of 
the problems. For example, many techniques proposed are based 
on the assumption that only the SQL statements that receive user 

input are vulnerable to SQL injection attacks. However, there is 
a new type of attack called Lateral SQL injection, which does not 
require a vulnerable SQL statement to have user input parameters. 
A comprehensive survey can help developers and researchers 
better understand the various forms of SQL injection attacks, as 
well as the strengths and weaknesses of excising countermeasures 
for the attacks. In this research we will develop a Algorithm for 
effective dynamic detection and prevention of SQLIAs. Token 
matching concept will be used to to detect and prevent SQLIA.

II. How SQLIA Works
SQL injection refers to a class of code-injection attacks in which 
data provided by the user is included in the SQL query in such 
a way that part of the user’s input is treated as SQL code. It is a 
trick to inject SQL query or command as an input possibly via 
the web pages.They occur when data provided by user is not 
properly validated and is included directly in a SQL query [34]. 
By leveraging these vulnerabilities, an attacker can submit SQL 
commands directly access to the database. There are two major 
SQL Injection techniques: (i) access through login page or user 
input and (ii) access through URL.
The first technique is the easiest in which it bypasses the login 
forms where users are authenticated by using passwords. This 
kind of technique can be performed by the attackers through: 
‘or’ condition, ‘having’ clause, multiple queries and extended 
stored procedure [12]. This kind of vulnerability represents serious 
threats.
SELECT * FROM users WHERE username = ‘ “ & userName 
& “ ‘ AND password = ‘ “& userPass & “ ‘ “

If the username and password as provided by the user are used, 
the query to be submitted to the database takes the form:
SELECT * FROM users WHERE username = ’guest’ AND 
password = ’guestpass’

If the user were to enter [‘ OR 1=1 --] and [ ] instead of [guest] 
and [guestpass], the query would take the form:
SELECT * FROM users WHERE username = ‘ ‘ OR 1=1 –‘ 
AND password = ‘ ‘

The query now checks for the conditional equation of [1=1] or an 
empty password,then a valid row has been found in the users table. 
The first ‘] quote is used to terminate the string and the characters 
[--] mark the beginning of a SQL comment, and anything beyond 
is ignored. The query as interpreted by the database now has a 
tautology and is always satisfied.Thus an attacker can bypass 
all authentication modules gaining unrestricted access to critical 
information on the server. SQL injection potentially affects every 
database on all platform and web application [33]. This attack can 
be used to gain confidential information, to bypass authentication 
mechanisms, to modify the database, and to execute arbitrary code. 
The second technique can be performed by the attackers through: 
manipulating the query string in URL and using the SELECT and 
UNION statements.
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When a user enters the following URL:
h t t p : / / w w w. m y d o m a i n . c o m / p r o d u c t s / p r o d u c t s .
asp?productid=123

The corresponding SQL query is executed:
SELECT ProductName, ProductDescription FROM Products 
WHERE ProductNumber = 123

An attacker may abuse the fact that the ProductID parameter is 
passed to the database without sufficient validation. The attacker 
can manipulate the parameter’s value to build malicious SQL 
statements. For example, setting the value [123 OR 1=1] to the 
ProductIDvariable results in the following URL:
h t t p : / / w w w. m y d o m a i n . c o m / p r o d u c t s / p r o d u c t s .
asp?productid=123 or 1=1

The corresponding SQL Statement is:
SELECT ProductName, Product Description From Products 
WHERE ProductNumber = 123 OR 1=1

This condition would always be true and all ProductName and 
ProductDescription pairs are returned. The attacker can manipulate 
the application even further by inserting malicious commands [16]. 
For example, an attacker can request the following URL:
[Online] Availavle: http://www.mydomain.com/products/
products.asp?productid=123;DROPTABLE Products

In this example the semicolon is used to pass the database server 
multiple statements in a single execution. The second statement 
is “DROP TABLE Products” which causes SQL Server to delete 
the entire Products table.An attacker may use SQL injection to 
retrieve data from other tables as well. This can be done using the 
SQL UNION SELECT statement. The UNION SELECT statement 
allows the chaining of two separate SQL SELECT queries that 
have nothing in common. For example,consider the following 
SQL query:
SELECT ProductName, ProductDescription FROM Products 
WHERE ProductID = ‘123’ UNION SELECT Username, 
Password FROM Users;

The result of this query is a table with two columns, containing 
the results of the first and second queries, respectively. An attacker 
may use this type of SQL injection by requesting the following 
URL:
[Online] Availavle: http://www.mydomain.com/products/
products.asp?productid=12UNION SELECT username, password 
FROM USERS

In certain circumstances the attacks happened on the database 
server itself. The security model used by many Web applications 
assumes that an SQL query is a trusted command [17]. This 
enables attackers to exploit SQL queries to circumvent access 
controls,authentication and authorization checks. In some 
instances, SQL queries may allow access to host operating system 
level commands. This can be done using stored procedures. Stored 
procedures are SQL procedures usually bundled with the database 
server. 

III. Algorithm To Prevent SQLIA.
traceSQL(SQLstmt,SQL_DB_array)
// SQLstmt is a query string
//SQL_DB_array is an array holding the starting address of all 

groups storing individual array
{
//lex_of_sql( ) separates each token from the SQLstmt and store 
in token_sequence
and returns total number of token in a SQLstmt
//token_sequence is a 2D array where each row represents a token 
and each cell holds
a literal of that token and total number of rows represent total 
number of tokens it
stored
no_of_token=lex_of_SQL(token_sequence,SQLstmt);
//token_to_int( )convert token into its corresponding integer 
value
//int_sequence is an integer array where each cell stores an integer 
value of a token
token_to_int(no_of_token,token_sequence,int_sequence);
//initialize starting node of the double link list to search
search_node=SQL_DB_array[no_of_token];
while(search_node->rlink != NULL) do
{
//start_thread_search( ) search for a ordered sequence of integer 
provided by
int_sequence in the link list whose starting address is stored in 
search_node.
Create thread start_thread_search(no_of_token, int_sequence, 
search_node);
search_node=search_node->rlink
}
//wait( ) wait for all the threads to complete
wait( );
// unsuccessful_search( ) return true if all threads failed to perform 
a successful search
if (unsuccessful_search ( ))
return faule; //its an SQL injection
else
return true; // it‟s a valid query not a SQL injection
} // end traceSQL
token_to_int(no_of_token, token_sequence, int_sequence )
//token_sequence is a 2D array where each row represents a token 
and each cell holds
a literal of that token and total number of rows represent total 
number of tokens it
stored
//int_sequence is an integer array whose each cell stores an integer 
value of a token
//no_of_token the total number of token in token_sequence
for i=1 to no_of_token do
{
j=0; sum=0;
While(token_sequence[i][j] != END_OF_TOKEN) do
{
// END_OF_TOKEN is a special character inserted by lex_of_SQL 
to
determine the end of the token. to_decimal( ) returns a decimal 
ascii value of a
literal
Sum=sum+to_decimal(token_sequence[i][j]);
j=j+1;
}
}
start_thread_search(no_of_token,int_sequence, search_node)
{
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node=search_node->start_node;
i=0;
while(i < no_of_token) do
{
if( int_sequence[i] == node->data)
{
i=i+1;
node=node->link;
}
else
if( node->is_user_input)
{
i=i+1;
node=node->link;
}
else
break; //exit from while
}
if(i == no_of_token)
// it‟s a successful search
Search_node->hit_count=search_node->hit_count +1;
if ( search_node->llink->hit_count < search_node->hitcount)
{
temp=search_node->llink;
search_node->llink=temp->llink;
temp->llink=search_node;
temp->rlink=search_node->rlink;
search_node->rlink=temp;
}
// found( ) informs all other thread that a successful match found 
so they stop
found( );
else
// stop the execution of that thread
terminate( );
} // end of start_thread_search

IV. Implementation and Result Analysis
The main advantage of that algorithm is that it uses the modern 
multi-core architecture available to minimize response time. And 
there is always a difference between a prediction and without 
prediction by calculating hit count it predict the possible list to 
search to minimize the response time. The main complexity of this 
algorithm is in three procedures 1st token separation, 2nd token to 
integer conversion and 3rd the main searching in the link list.
In token separation its depend upon the database we are 
implementing because different database have different key word 
set, different function name as well as different syntax, and these 
token separation technique is same for all existing solution to 
detect SQLIA so here the complexity of token separation is same 
with all existing solutions [23]. The complexity of token to integer 
conversion process in O(n) where n is the total number of literals 
in all tokens of the query because we have to scan each literal 
exactly once to get its ascii decimal value. In 3rd procedure, the 
main searching procedure the worst case happens if the mismatch 
will occur at the end of the every list and it is an unsuccessful 
search, so we have to traverse the length of every singly link list. 
If the length of the singly link list is „m‟ and there are “q”no of 
link list we have to search then the complexity will be O(m*q). 
In best case we found the desired query structure in the very 
first link list we traversed then we have to traversed only „m‟ no 
of links where m is the total number of tokens in the query the 

complexity will be O(m). If we use a literal wise string checking 
like other methods in worst case it is O(n*q), where n is the total 
number of literals in the query and n>>m. We implement this 
algorithm in java because it support multi-threading technique 
and through the help of java pool we can also restrict the number 
of threads to run at a time because only few cores are available 
in the processor.
The results are given below

Table 1: Input SQL Database
No. of  
SQL SQL Statement

1 select branch-name from loan
2 select distinct branch-name from loan
3 select all branch-name from loan

4 Selectloan-number,branch-name, 
amount*100 from loan

5 select loan-number from loan where 
branch-name = ? and amount > ?

6 select loan-number from loan where 
amount between ? and ?

7 select loan-number from loan where 
amount = ? and amount >= ?

8

select customer-name, borrower.loan-
number,amount from borrower, loan
where borrower.loan-number = loan. loan-
number

9

select customer-name, borrower.loan-
number,amount from borrower, loan
where borrower.loan-number = and branch-
name = ?

10

Select customer-name, borrower.loan-
number,amount from borrower, loan
where borrower.loan-number = loan. loan-
number

11

select customer-name,borrower.loan-
number as loan-id,amount from borrower, 
loan where borrower.loan-number = loan.
loan-number

12

select customer-name, t.loan-number,s.
amount from borrower as t,branch as s 
where t.assets > s.assets and s.branch-city 
= ?

13 select customer-name from customer 
where customer-street like ‘%main%’

14

select distinct customer-name from 
borrower.loan-number = loan.loannumber
and branch-name = ? order by customer-
name

15 select * from loan order by amountdesc, 
loan-number asc

16 select customer-name from depositor
17 select customer-name from borrower

18
( select customer-name from depositor )
union ( select customer-name from
borrower )
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19
(select customer-name from depositor ) 
union all ( select customer-name from
borrower )

20
( select distinct customer-name from 
depositor ) intersect ( select distinct
customer-name from borrower )

21
( select customer-name from depositor ) 
intersect all ( select customer-name
from borrower )

22
( select distinct customer-name from 
depositor ) except ( select customername
from borrower )

23
( select customer-name from depositor ) 
except all ( select customer-name
from borrower )

24 select avg ( balance ) from account where 
branch-name = ?

25 select branch-name,avg ( balance ) from 
account group by branch-name

26

select branch-name,count ( distinct 
customer-name ) from depositor,account
where depositor.account-number = 
account. account-number group by 
branchname

27
select branch-name,avg ( balance ) from 
account group by branch-name having
avg ( balance ) > ?

28 select avg ( balance ) from account

29 select count ( * ) from customer

30

select depositor.cutomer-name,avg ( 
balance ) from depositor,account,customer 
where depositor.account-number= account.
account-number and depositor.customer-
name = customer.customername and 
customer-city = ?

31 selct loan-number from loan where amount 
is null

32
select distinct customer-name from 
borrower where customer-name in ( select
customer-name from depositor )

33

select distinct customer-name from 
borrower,loan where borrower.loannumber
= loan.loan-number and branch-nume = ? 
and ( branchname, customer-name ) in ( 
select branch-name,customer-name from
depositor,account where depositor.account-
number = account.accountnumber
)

34
select distinct customer-name from 
borrower where customer-name not in (
select customer-name from depositor )

35
select distinct t.branch-name from branch 
as t,branch as s where t.assets >
s.assets and s.branch-city = ?

36
select branch-name from branch where 
assets > some ( select assets from
branch where branch-city = ? )

37
select branch-name from branch where > 
all ( select assets from branch where
branch-city = ? )

38

select branch-name from account group by 
branch-name having avg ( balance )
>= all ( select avg ( balance) from account 
group by branch-name )

39

select customer-name from borrower 
from brrower where exists ( select * from 
depositor where depositor.customer-name 
= borrower.customer-name )

40

select distinct s.customer-name from 
depositor as s where not exists ( ( select
branch-name from branch where branch-
city = ? ) except ( select r.branchname 
from depositor as t,account as r where 
t.account-number = r.accountnumber
and s.customer-name = t.customer-name 
) )

41

select distinct t.customer from depositor 
t where not unique ( select r.customer-
name from account,depositor as r where 
t.customer-name =
r.customer-name and r.account-number = 
account.account-number and 
account.branch-name = ? )

Table 2: Sample Injected SQL Query
No. of 
SQL Injected SQL Statement

1 select loan-number from loan where branch-name 
= ‘’ or 1 = 1 and amount > 1200

2 select loan-number from loan where branch-name 
= ‘admin’ --’ and amount > 1200

3 select loan-number from loan where branch-name 
= ‘admin’ /*’ and amount > 1200

4
select loan-number from loan where branch-name 
= ‘perryridge’ and amount > 1200 union select * 
from loan

5
select loan-number from loan where branch-name 
= ‘perryridge’ and amount > 1200 ; select * from 
loan

6
select loan-number from loan where branch-name 
= ‘perryridge’ and amount > 1200; drop table 
loan

7
select loan-number from loan where branch-name 
= ‘perryridge’ and amount > 1200; select load_
file ( 0x633A5C626F6F742E696E69 )

8 select loan-number from loan where branch-name 
= ‘’ or ‘simple’ = ‘simple’ and amount > 1200

9

select loan-number from loan where branch-name 
= ‘legalUser’ and ASCII ( SUBSTRING ( ( select top 
1 name from sysobjects ),1,1 ) ) > X WAITFOR 5 
-- ‟ and amount > 1200
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10
select loan-number from loan where branch-name 
= ‘legalUser’; exec ( char ( 0x73687574646f776e 
) ) -- ‘ and amount > 1200

Table 3: Performane Analysis

No of 
SQL
Stmt

Total 
no
of 
tokens

Avg No 
of tok-
ens per 
qry

No of 
val-id 
qry

No of 
SQL- IA

Total time
 require-ed 
(millisecond)

Avg time
per 
query 
(Nano-
second)

1062 12372 11 942 120 457 515

Table 4: Accuracy Result

No of query Total false 
positive

Total false 
negative

250(valid)+50(SQL 
Injection) 0 0

System Configuration used to implement algorithm: Pentium® 4 
CPU 3.00GHz, 2 GB RAM
No of Threads used: 2

IV. Conclusion
Most web applications employ a middleware technology designed 
to request information from a relational database in SQL parlance. 
SQL injection is a common technique hackers employ to attack 
these web-based applications. These attacks reshape the SQL 
queries, thus altering the behavior of the program for the benefit 
of the hacker. 
In this paper, we present a technique for detecting and preventing 
SQLIA incidents. The technique abstracts the intended SQL query 
behavior in an application in the form of an ordered sequence of 
tokens, as a one-time offline procedure using static analysis of 
the application code. This database is then validated against the 
entire different incoming SQL query at runtime to capture all 
malicious SQL queries, before they are sent to the database server 
for execution. To minimize searching time and response time it 
uses the modern processor architecture by perform the searching 
in a multi threaded way as well as it predict the possible correct 
list for an incoming query by introducing hit count calculation. 
This technique also avoid the computational over head of string 
matching algorithm for token matching by converting the 
token in its corresponding integer value and store the tokens in 
terms of its integer values in the database. This technique helps 
in capturing all the different types and modes of execution of 
SQLIAs, in a transparent manner requiring no modification to 
the underlying application source and as well as providing an 
overall efficiency.
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